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2015 CM Halloween Blog Hop Cards & Tags Instructions 
 
Thank you so much for downloading the instructions for my Halloween card and tag ideas! The links below go to the 
products and tools used on the main CM site (as of 10/19/15). If you have any questions about the instructions, please 
comment on the blog post or contact me by email. 
 
All printed papers and stickers featured come from Trick-or-Treat paper pack and stickers. (All measurements are given 
in inches.) 
 

31 Tag 
Papers and stickers: 

 Solid black cardstock  

 Halloween words paper 
Tools:  

 Shape Maker System with Circle Tag Cartridge 

 Scissors 

 Tape Runner 
Steps: 
Note: Keep all the scrap pieces from this tag—you will use some of them on other tags and cards. 

1. Punch out one circle tag from black cardstock.  
2. Punch out one circle tag from Halloween words paper with “31” in the center. Using scissors, cut the center 

circle with “31” away from the rest of the circle tag.  
3. Adhere the “31” circle to the center of the black circle tag. 

 

Spider Sticker Tags 
Papers and stickers: 

 Solid black cardstock  

 Spider stickers 
Tools:  

 Shape Maker System with Circle Tag Cartridge 
Steps: 
Note: Keep all the scrap pieces from this tag—you will use some of them on other tags and cards. 

1. Punch out circle tags from black cardstock. 
2. Place spider stickers in the centers of the tags. 

 

Bat Tag 
Papers and stickers:  

 Solid black cardstock  

 Bat paper 
Tools:  

 Shape Maker System with Circle and Circle Tag Cartridges 

 Scissors 

 Tape Runner 
Steps: 

1. Punch out one circle tag from black cardstock. (Notice on the bottom edge of the circle tag I didn’t punch 
this one very well—but that doesn’t matter for a tag like this because that part will go away…) Using 
scissors, cut the outer circle rim away from the rest of the circle tag.  

2. Punch out one circle (not circle tag) from bat paper.  
3. Adhere the black hang tag from the circle tag to the back of bat paper circle tag. 
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Spider Tags 
Papers and stickers: 

 Solid black cardstock  

 Purple dot paper 
Tools:  

 Shape Maker System with Circle Tag Cartridge 

 Scissors 

 Tape Runner 

 Multipurpose Tool 
Steps: 

1. Punch out several circle tags from black cardstock.  
2. Grab your leftover “c” scraps from previous tags—these will be your spider legs. Cut a few of them in 

half. Adhere legs to the back of one circle tag.  
3. Arrange all your spider legs, and at this point you could be done! (Especially if no one will ever see the 

back side of the spider, you can just stop here.) 
4. For tags that will hang from a gift or might otherwise be seen on two sides, attach a second circle tag 

over the legs of the spider to hide them. You could also use a different color or type of paper (e.g., cute 
purple dot paper). 

 

    
 
Tip: If you’re worried about the Tape Runner pieces sticking out, you can use your Multipurpose Tool to grab one piece of 
tape at a time, and you can fold pieces of tape back on themselves if they’re too long for the paper pieces you’re using. 
 

     
 

31 Pop-up Card 
Finished size: 4.75x4.25 

Papers and stickers: 

 Solid black cardstock base: 4.75x8.5  

 Halloween words paper: 4.75x4.25 

 31 title paper: 3.75x3.25 

 Ghost stickers 

 Ghosts and “boos” cut out from ghost paper 

 A few paper scraps 
 

Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Personal Trimmer 

 Corner Rounder 

 Scissors 

 Tape Runner 

 Foam Squares  

 Scissors 
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Steps: 
1. Score and fold the card base to make a 4.75x4.25 card.  
2. With your card folded, make .75 cuts from the fold toward the interior of the card at 1.75 and 3, and 

then fold that piece in toward the interior of the card. (It should then look like the first picture below.) 
3. Using Tape Runner, adhere a scrap piece across the front of the card by the fold to add stability in the 

place where you just folded a piece inward.  
4. Adhere the Halloween words paper to the front of the card with Tape Runner. 
5. Cut inverted corners on the 31 title paper using a Corner Rounder. 
6. Use foam squares to adhere the 31 title paper to the Halloween words paper. 
7. Cut out a few ghosts and “boos” from the ghost paper. Adhere these to the inside of the card. 
8. Adhere the ghost stickers to the popped up section inside the card, and put “boos” on them. (To cover 

up the exposed adhesive on the parts that won’t be attached to the card base, use some scrap pieces.) 
 

    
 

     
 

Woot Woot Owl Card 
Finished size: 3x3 

Papers and stickers: 

 Solid black cardstock base: 3x6 

 Bats paper: 2.5x2.5 

 Purple dot paper: 1.75x1.75 

 Owl sticker 
 
 

Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Corner rounder 

 Scissors 

 Tape Runner 

 Foam Squares  

Steps: 
1. Score and fold the card base to make a 3x3 card.  
2. Round all corners of the card base and the bats paper. 
3. Adhere the bats paper to the card base.  
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4. Attach the owl sticker to the purple dots paper. Slightly round the 
corners of the dots paper with scissors to follow the shape of the 
sticker. (The corner rounder has a bit too wide of an arc for this one.) 

5. Use foam squares to adhere the purple dots paper to the bats paper. 
 

Frankie Card 
Finished size: 3x5 (4x5 if you count the bolts) 

Papers and stickers: 

 Designer black cardstock base: 6x5  

 Green paper: 3x4 

 Black and white cardstock scraps 
Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Personal Trimmer 

 Corner Rounder 

 Shape Maker System with Circle and Puzzle Piece Cartridges 

 Scissors 

 Tape Runner 

 Scissors 

 Black Dual-tip Pen 
Steps: 

1. Score and fold the card base to make a 3x3 card. Round all 
corners of the card base. 

2. Punch two puzzle shapes out of white scraps and adhere them to the card base (bolts in Frankie’s neck). 
3. Using scissors, follow the chevron pattern on the green paper to cut a zig zag across the top of the 

paper. Round the bottom corners of the green paper, and adhere the green paper to the card base. 
4. Punch two partial circle shapes for eyes. Adhere them to the green paper. 
5. Adhere two black circle scraps (I used pieces from the circle tags I’d made earlier) to the eyes. 
6. Finish off the card with some stitches and a mouth drawn in with the black pen. 

 

Witchy Hat Card 
Finished size: 6x5.75  

Papers and stickers: 

 Designer black cardstock base: 7x9  

 Designer black cardstock for hat rim: 6x1.5 

 Purple paper: 5x2 – Trim this to the right size AFTER 
you’ve punched the bubbles! 

 Halloween words paper and purple dot scrap piece 

 Black and white cardstock scraps 
Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Scissors 

 Corner Rounder 

 Shape Maker System with Circle Cartridge 

 Border Maker System with Bubbles and Stars Cartridges  

 Tape Runner 
Steps: 

1. Score and fold the card base to make a 7x4.5 rectangle. The fold will be the left side of the witch hat—
see the picture below that shows the open card. 
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2. Using scissors, trim the card into a triangle/hat shape. You could have the tip of you hat end in a regular 
triangle point or cut it into a curved shape like I did with mine. (You will also need to trim a bit off the 
bottom to make it straight after you’ve trimmed the right side of your hat. You can do this with scissors 
or a trimmer.) 

3. Punch a border of bubbles on purple paper. Trim this strip and adhere it to the card base about 1.5 
inches above the bottom edge. 

4. To make the hat rim, put the top left corner of the cardstock strip into the Circle Cartridge—this gives 
you a nice, wide arc that is larger than what you get with the Corner Rounder. Do the same thing with 
the top right corner of the cardstock strip. Then use the Corner Rounder to round the bottom two 
corners of the strip. (If things didn’t line up exactly, you can smooth out the edges with scissors.) Adhere 
the hat rim to the bottom of the card base. 

5. Punch a star out of purple dot paper with the Stars Cartridge, and trim “FUN” from the Halloween words 
paper. Adhere these to the card base. 

 

  
 

Pumpkins Card 
Finished size: 6x4  

Papers and stickers: 

 Solid black cardstock base: 6x8  

 Spider web paper: 5.5x3.5 

 Green paper: 2 pieces, .75x1 each 

 Pumpkins sticker 
Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Personal Trimmer  

 Tape Runner 
Steps: 

1. Score and fold the card base to make 
a 6x4 card. 

2. Adhere the spider web paper to the card base. 
3. Attach the pumpkins sticker to the spider web paper. 
4. Adhere the two green paper pieces to the sides of the sticker.  

(I tried at first putting a strip of green all the way across the card and then putting the sticker over it, and 
I didn’t like the bump in the sticker. With strips just on the sides of the sticker, it looked a little nicer.) 
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31 Pumpkin Card 
Finished size: 6x4  

Papers and stickers: 

 Solid black cardstock base: 12x4  

 Halloween words paper 

 Orange paper 

 Green paper 

 Star stickers 
Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Personal Trimmer  

 Tape Runner 

 Shape Maker System with Circle and 
Circle Tag Cartridges 

 Scissors 

 Foam Squares 
Steps: 

1. Score and fold the card base to make a 6x4 card. 
2. Trim “31” from the Halloween words paper. Adhere it to the card base. 
3. Punch a circle out of orange paper. Using scissors, shape the orange circle into a pumpkin shape. 
4. Punch a circle tag out of green paper. Using scissors, cut the top of the green tag off (this will be a 

pumpkin “stem”) and cut pieces of the outer circle rim away from the rest of the green circle tag. Using 
your fingernail, curl the skinny rounded strip of green paper to make a “vine” for your pumpkin. Adhere 
the stem and vine to the pumpkin. 

5. Use foam squares to adhere the pumpkin to the card base. 
6. Attach the star stickers to card. (I included a few inside the card as well.) 
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Happy Halloween Pop-up Card  

Finished size: 4x6  
Papers and stickers: 

 Designer black cardstock base: 
12x6  

 Various papers from the Trick-
or-Treat pack 

 Happy Halloween sticker 
Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Personal Trimmer  

 Tape Runner 

 Scissors 
Note: This card basically follows the 
instructions for the CM pop-up card 
design. The only thing I added was the 
small pieces of spider web paper, 4 of 
them sized 1.5x1. 
 

Treat Bag Tags 
Finished size: 4x4  

Papers and stickers: 

 Designer black cardstock base: 4x6  

 Various papers from the Trick-or-Treat pack: 4x4 

 ABC stickers 
Tools:  

 12-inch Straight Trimmer 

 Multipurpose Tool 

 Personal Trimmer  

 Tape Runner 

 Black dual-tip pen  
Steps: 

1. Score and fold the card base to make a 4x4 card.  
2. Adhere 4x4 printed paper to the card base. 
3. Fold the short side of the card over a candy bag (sandwich size) and attach with staples. 
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